Dr. Claire Hoverman spent her elementary school years at Austin Montessori School, before moving on to the Kealing Junior High and Johnston High School magnet programs. During her Austin youth Claire played youth soccer for Capital Soccer Club and ran with the Austin Striders track team, and remains an avid runner. She credits her independent spirit and inquisitive approach to life to her Montessori education:

“I remember a science fair for which my project was a dissected (former) pet goldfish. I used Elmer’s glue to arrange the internal organs in an old jewelry box for display. I guess my interest in science first started at AMS.”

Claire majored in Art History and Biology at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania, and then lived in Nicaragua for a year working at a children's hospital and a women's prison. That experience led her to med school in San Antonio, TX, and a residency in Ob/Gyn at East Tennessee State University in Johnson City, TN. Claire then worked in Sierra Leone with Doctors Without Borders, before starting to practice medicine at the Intermountain Salt Lake Clinic in Salt Lake City, UT in 2012. She joined the Ob/Gyn group of Austin in 2014. Her brothers Daniel and Craig also attended AMS.
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